7.2 – CANADIAN CODE REPORTS
7.2.1 – NON-COMBUSTIBLE CONSTRUCTION
(NATIONAL BUILDING CODE OF CANADA)

Intertek Testing Services, an independent, nationally accredited testing agency, conducted a fire evaluation and determined the products listed below meets clause 3.2.3.8 when used with LOGIX for exterior walls for building over 3 storeys.

Copies of the evaluation reports can be downloaded at www.logixicf.com.

Products evaluated:
• Dryvit Exsulation 2000 System
• Dryvit Infinity System
• Dryvit Exsulation 2000 System
• Dryvit Fedderlite 2000 System
• Dryvit Outsulation System
• Dryvit Outsulation MD System
• Sto EIFS
• Sto Signature System
• Sto CLASSIC NExT
• Sto CLASSIC NExT NC
• Sto SIGNATURE SYSTEM NC
• Standard ADEX System
• Standard ADEX RF System
• Durock ICF Finish System